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                                                          Testimonials 

 Great teaching by the best teacher we have had for years (UK). 

 Most valuable teaching I have ever had (Oman). 

 Excellent. We are blessed to have teacher like Sir Khan (Pakistan). 

 Par Excellence! (India). 

 Good range of case based pathology. Helpful for exams and build on knowledge in a systematic 
way (UK).  

 Another thoroughly enjoyable and informative session. Thanks so much! (UK). 

 Every minute was valuable (Pakistan).  

 Best radiology teaching (India). 

 Superb lecture (Pakistan). 

 I liked anatomy and cases, excellent teaching. Fantastic effort by Dr. Khan and team (UAE). 

 Best (Pakistan). 

 Excellent coverage of a key topic, especially in Kenya where we see a lot of carcinoma esophagus 
(Kenya). 

 It was great (Libya). 

 Awesome (Turkey). 

 Amazing lecture (Egypt). 

 Excellent presentation (Nigeria). 

 Best session as usual (Pakistan). 

 Excellent as always (India). 

 Great lectures as usual (Algeria). 

 Great and informative (Malaysia). 

 Excellent talk (Pakistan). 

 A very interesting session (Pakistan). 

 Wonderful fruitful lecture (Egypt). 

 Outstanding (Pakistan). 
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 Outstanding, and I am very glad for today's lecture as nowadays I am on fluoroscopy unit so Dr 
Khan's teaching is helping me a lot (Pakistan). 

 Excellent session, thank you for your time Dr Khan (UK). 

 Excellent cases and descriptions (UK). 

 You are a gem Sir (Pakistan). 

 Excellent superb work sir (Pakistan). 

 "Great presentation Thank you so much Sir" (Libya). 

 It was a good lecture (Kenya). 

 Excellent teaching session as always (Egypt). 

 Very informative and helpful (Pakistan). 

 It’s perfect (Pakistan). 

 Very practical tips, to the point, excellent session (Egypt). 

 All basics were well explained and completely in an understandable way. Thanks for your efforts. 

 Highly useful teaching lessons (Oman). 

 Everything great (Pakistan). 

 Great knowledge (Pakistan). 

 Superb Teaching (Pakistan). 

 Good cases (UK). 

 Thank you - very useful cases (UK). 

 I liked all aspects especially the review of anatomy (Nigeria). 

 I liked way ot teaching (Pakistan). 

 Interesting cases and excellent discussion (Egypt). 

 I liked review of anatomy plus teachings mode of Dr Khan (Pakistan). 

 I liked Dr Khan's illustrations and interactive sessions. I really enjoy his reviews of Chapman 
differentials with every case (Nigeria). 

 "The explanation of anatomy of the larynx was very clear and informative also presented 
examples of esophageal contrast films were very useful for exams" (Iraq). 

 The way of delivering is amazing, exam points (Pakistan). 

 Excellent description, anatomy and cases (Pakistan).  

 I liked the teaching style and simple slides. Very helpful for me. I feel sad I got to know about Dr. 
Khan's lectures late. I hope he continues for us (Pakistan). 

 All modalities are used to define abnormalities (Pakistan). 

 Combination of anatomy,  on colour, CT, MRI, DR, learning tiny details, bariums, pathology,  
overall it is combination of relevant study to make us better and better in seeking a diagnosis and 
differentials (Pakistan). 

 Good presentation (UK). 

 Excellent cases with detailed anatomy explanation (Myanmar). 

 The variety of cases presented (Nigeria). 

 I liked Dr Khan’s patient way of explaining cases (Pakistan). 

 Very well explained (UK). 

 Every aspect was valuable (Pakistan). 

 Sir Khan is best. I liked anatomy of larynx. Multiple good cases (Pakistan). 

 Amazing excellent session (Pakistan). 

 The diaphragmatic illustrations are very helpful and understanding basic anatomy before going 
to find pathology is the beauty of sir khans lectures (Pakistan). 

 Everything was excellent (UK). 
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 Great teaching. Jazak Allah Khairan Kaseera Dr. khan for your selfless efforts, For your great 
teaching, and for your priceless time (Pakistan). 

 Excellent explanation of cases (Ireland). 

 Every aspect beautifully covered (Pakistan). 

 Very extensive teaching (Oman). 
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